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ABSTRACT

long-term culture in an OET chamber has not been
demonstrated yet.
Here, using an open-access Ph-OET design, we have
successfully demonstrated long-term culturing (up to one
week) of single cells under continuous Ph-OET trapping.
Maintenance of individual human leukemia cells (K562,
Jurkat) under optical manipulation for up to 5 cell
generations has been achieved. An on-stage incubation
system allows continuous monitoring of cell viability and
growth. Ph-OET’s dynamic manipulation capability allows
transporting the entire growing cell colonies. Cells
originated from identical cell can be tracked with the help of
time lapsed imaging, and separated into individual cells.

We demonstrate, for the first-time, long-term culturing
of single cells under continuous phototransistor-based
optoelectronic tweezers (Ph-OET) trapping. A new device
configuration, open-access Ph-OET, is presented to
integrate the trapping functionality of Ph-OET with
culturing capabilities in a Petri dish. Maintenance of human
leukemia cell lines (K562, Jurkat) under optical
manipulation for up to five cell generation has been
achieved.

INTRODUCTION
Genetically identical cells within a population exhibit
phenotypic variation, and this heterogeneity has important
implications in biological research and medicine, such as
stem-cell research and cancer treatment [1]. The lineage and
temporal dependent properties are of particular interest in
stem cell research. However, conventional biological lab
protocols study the cell population as an ensemble, and the
measurements are made of an averaged response over the
cell population. On the other hand, single cell study
provides heterogeneity information of individual cells. By
combining single cell studies with long-term cell
monitoring, lineage and temporal dependent properties of
cells can be obtained. Moreover, the ability to trap
individual cells can overcome one of the challenges of timelapse imaging in keeping track of the cells over time as they
move around and eliminate the need for complicated
staining of the cells [2].
Tools for single cell trapping are essential for single
cell studies. In addition to trapping, these tools need to be
able to monitor and maintain cells for long periods of time
(days to weeks). Microwells [3], micropatterning [4],
dielectrophoresis (DEP) [5], and microfluidics devices [6]
have been used to trap single cells. However, these
techniques lack the ability to reconfigure their trapping
patterns. On the other hand, optical tweezers [7] for cell
trapping has true single cell control as the optical patterns
can be rearranged in real-time with the help of a spatial light
modulator. However, optical tweezers require high optical
power density which causes cell damage [8].
Optoelectronic Tweezers (OET) [9], which utilizes light
induced DEP, is an ideal technique for single cell assay
thanks to its non-invasive, high-throughput, and dynamic
manipulation capabilities. It also features a low optical
power requirement (< 0.1W/cm2) for trapping. In particular,
phototransistor-based OET [10] allows operation in natural
cell culture media and is designed for handling long-term
biological studies. However, the viability of cells under
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DEVICE STRUCTURE
Device Design
Conventional OET consists of sandwiched layers of
ITO top electrode, liquid media, and a photoconductive
layer (Fig. 1a). This configuration limits the amount of
nutrients and air available to the cells, and presents a
challenge in cell culturing applications where cells are to be
maintained long-term. Here, we report an open-access PhOET configuration (Fig. 1b). In this new configuration, the
cells are directly exposed to the bulk of the media, similar to
the conventional cell culture flask. The new configuration
allows direct adaptation of conventional cell culture
protocols. The device utilizes the Ph-OET substrate, which
consists of a 2-D array of pixilated bipolar junction
phototransistors. Each phototransistor is 10µm x 10µm in
size. A gold-coated cover glass slip with 1mm diameter hole
is bonded to the phototransistors with the gold electrode
contacting the media. To operate the device, an AC electric
voltage is applied between the gold electrode and
phototransistors substrate. Light patterns projected onto the
Ph-OET surface locally turn-on phototransistors and create
an electric field gradient. The field gradient generates a DEP
force on the cells. Because cells experience a negative DEP
force in highly conductive solution, cells are repelled away
from the high field region and the light pattern. Cells
therefore experience minimum damage. The applied voltage
in these experiments is 6Vpp and 3MHz sinusoidal waves.
Device Fabrication
The fabrication process of the Ph-OET substrate has
been reported previously [10]. To assemble the open access
device, 100nm Au/10nm Ti is evaporated onto a glass cover
slip. Then a 1mm diameter hole is drilled through the cover
slip. The cover slip is then bonded onto Ph-OET substrate
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by a stamp-and-stick process with PDMS as the adhesive.
First, fresh degassed PDMS is spun oveer a flat dummy
wafer at a speed of 2000rpm for 30mins.. Then the goldcoated cover slip is stamped on top of the P
PDMS, removed,
and attached to the Ph-OET substrate. Afteer curing at 90°C
for 10mins, the bonding is complete. F
Finally, a 60mm
diameter glass Petri-dish with 1cm diameeter hole on the
bottom is attached to the device (Fig. 1c).

the on-stage incubator for maintaining 5% CO2 and
humidified air condition.

EXPERIMENTAL RES
SULTS
Cell Sample Preparation
u
continuous optical
In order to monitor the cells under
trapping, an on-stage incubation system (Tokai Hit Co.,
Japan) is setup under the micrroscope (Fig. 1d). The
incubation systems allow perfusio
on of various gases. For
cell culturing in RPMI media, 5% CO
C 2 in air is perfused into
the incubator, while atmosphere air is used for CO2independent media. The system also maintains 100%
B
each experiment,
humidity inside the incubator. Before
devices are sterilized by autoclav
ving. After cleaning and
priming the device with media, 5m
ml of cell culture media
and 10µl of cell suspension (1x106 cell/ml) are added to the
device.
M
Continuous Cell Trapping and Monitoring
In each experiment, single cellls were transported into
the desired locations and held in
n position with squareshaped optical patterns (Fig. 2a)). Then the cells were
monitored through time-lapsed im
maging, and each frame
was taken every 30secs. Becausse of OET’s ability to
reposition the traps, cells can be reearranged anytime during
the experiment. To demonstrrate OET’s dynamic
manipulation capability, we sep
parated individual cells
within the divided cell population by
b simply adding optical
lines between cells (Fig. 2b-2e). Th
his unique capability has
the potential for studying lineage dependence
d
properties of
cells by keeping track of the cells frrom the same progeny.

Fig. 2 Long-term biological studyy and dynamic trapping
capability (a) A single cell was held
h
in position with an
enclosing square optical pattern. (b
b) The cell divided into 2
cells after 3hrs. (c) Separation of the divided cells by
generating another enclosing recta
angular pattern. (d) Both
cells doubled for the second time after
af 27hrs (e) Cells were
separated again using 4 individual optical traps.

Fig. 1 Device schematics (a) Cross-secttion view of the
original phototransistor-based optoelectronnic tweezers (PhOET) device configuration. (b) Cross-sectioon view of openaccess Ph-OET configuration. Here, the IITO electrode is
replaced with a gold coated glass coverr-slip. (c) A 3-D
model of open-access Ph-OET configuratioon (d) Picture of

m
of two Jurkat
Fig. 3 shows trapping and monitoring
cells in the open-access Ph-OET device. The cells were
ps, after ~24 hours both
initially trapped in two single trap
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division rate distribution for K562
2 cells under continuous
Ph-OET trapping and monitoring (Fig.
(
5b). Therefore, the
electric fields and the optical illum
mination have little effect
on cell proliferation. This encourag
ged us to look at the cell
doubling rate in a less ideal CO2-independent
media with
Ph-OET trapping. Comparison of th
he population growth for
K562 cells cultured in CO2-indepen
ndent media versus RPMI
culture media indicate that the ceells in CO2 independent
environment have a slower growth
h rate than cells in RPMI
culture media. What is the cause of this growth reduction? Is
wth an average response,
this reduction in population grow
meaning that all cells in the CO2 in
ndependent media divide
at a slower rate or is there a populattion of cells that adapts to
the CO2 independent conditions an
nd grows as normal and
another population that doesn’t adap
pt and grow at all (or are
there other possibilities)? This is the type of information
udies of bulk samples and
that is averaged out in ensemble stu
can be answered through trap
pping and monitoring
techniques with single cell resolutio
on.

cells underwent their first division. It was then possible to
transport the divided cells together to a desired location
using Ph-OET. Finally, the cells were stained with a
fluorescent dye (calcium AM) to confirm thheir viability.

Fig. 3 Moving of divided Jurkat cells colonny (a) Two single
cell were trapped separately in each squaree optical pattern.
The locations of the cells are indicated withh the arrows. (bc) After 24 hrs, both cells divided into 2 cellls. The cells were
then moved to opposite corners (yellow arrrows in (b) show
the direction of movement). The cells weere labeled with
fluorescent dye (Calcium AM) as shown inn the insets of (c)
to confirm their viability.

CELL DIVISION HETEROGENE
EITY
Another application is studying the ceell doubling rate
heterogeneity. To determine individual celll doubling rates,
continuous monitoring of cells under thee microscope is
required. However, non-adherent cells, succh as blood cells,
drift with natural convection over time. A
As cells move in
and out of the field of view, keeping track oof them becomes
a complicated task. Without any trapping sccheme, only cells
that tend to stick to the substrate can be annalyzed. Here, we
use Ph-OET optical traps to hold single cells in position
over periods of a few days. By keeping ccells at the same
location, the process of determining cell division rate is
made simple. In these experiments, 3x5 arrays of K562
single cells were trapped and cultured inn RPMI or CO2independent media (GIBCO) at 37oC for m
more than 48 hrs
(Fig. 4a-b). Arrays of single cells (K562) w
were arranged by
adding optical traps one at a time. The divvision time of the
individually trapped cells were then anaalyzed (Fig. 4c).
Because the cells were not synchronized inn their initial cell
cycle, only the second doubling time was included for the
analysis.
Ph-OET does not
We found that optical trapping with P
have a significant impact on the cell douubling rate. The
division rate distribution for a control sampple of K562 cells
cultured in a Petri dish (Fig. 5a) is veryy similar to the

Fig. 4 Single cell array for trackking cell growth (a) 3x5
array of single K562 cells in a CO
C 2-independent medium
was arranged using Ph-OET. (b) time-lapsed
t
image of the
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cells after 40hrs. Many of the cells have divided at least
once (c) A plot of number of cells in each trrap for three time
stamps (0, 24 ,48hrs) for two different eexperiments. The
heterogeneity among the population is appaarent.

CONCLUSION
In summary, we have dessigned an open-access
configuration Ph-OET for the maaintenance of individual
cells under continuous trapping for
f 1 week. The optical
trapping does not have significant effect on the cell growth
ntensities and low electric
because of the low optical power in
field strengths experienced by the cells.
c
We demonstrate the
unique capabilities in analyzing th
he heterogeneity of cell
doubling rate of K562 cells. The ability
a
to simultaneously
trap and track individual cells with
hin a dividing population
will elucidate many of the finer details
d
of cell properties
unobtainable with currently availablle techniques.
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Fig. 5 Distribution of individual cell doubbling rate when
cultured in (a) RPMI media without opticcal traps, (b) in
RPMI media with optical traps, and (c) in CO2independent media with optical traps.
Our results (Fig. 5c) indicate that the ceell population is
divided into two groups, one growing as expected (~23
hrs) and the other not dividing at all or veery slowly (>45
hrs). This effect manifests itself as a reeduction in the
average division rate of the bulk samplee. This level of
detail regarding the cell doubling rate is not achievable
with the traditional ensemble-averaging appproach.
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